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Abstract

This paper describes a methodology of answering
questions by using information retrieved from very
large collections of texts. We argue that combina-
tions of information retrieval and extractions tech-
niques cannot be used, due to the open-domain nature
of the task. We propose a solution based on indexing
techniques that identify paragraphs from texts where
the answers can be found. The validity of the answers
is obtained through a lightweight process of abduc-
tion.

Background

The process of answering a question starts with find-
ing information from which the answer can be en-
tailed. When the information is represented in ax-
iomatic knowledge bases, logical resolution, refutation
and theorem proving are the disciplines of AI that can
help with the derivation of answers to questions posed
in logical representations. In contrast, when the infor-
mation is not represented in a formal language, but in
natural language, answering questions has to deal with
natural language ambiguities as well. Information re-
trieval (IR) and information extraction (IE) are 
subfields of natural language processing (NLP) that
approximate the complex problem of answering ques-
tions from large collections of texts.

Given a query, current IR systems allow us to lo-
cate documents that might contain the pertinent in-
formation, but most of them leave it to the user to ex-
tract the useful information from a ranked list. The
extraction of the information of interest is the ob-
ject of IE systems, provided that the information is
to be mapped into a predefined, target representation,
known as template1.

Research in the area of Information Retrieval (IR)
has been encouraged by the Text Retrieval Conference

1The format of templates is often imposed by interfaces
to databases

(TREC),2. The Message Understanding Conferences
(MUCs) and the TIPSTER programs gave great im-
petus to research in IE. The systems that participated
in the MUCs have been quite successful at extracting
information from newswire messages and filling tem-
plates with the information pertaining to the events
of interest. Typically, the templates model queries re-
garding who did. what to whom, when and where, and
eventually why.

However, combinations of IR and IE systems are
impractical solutions for delivering answers for open-
domain questions, due to the dependency of IE systems
on domain knowledge. Systems that can do reliable
question answering without domain restrictions have
not been developed yet. Given the ,~ast amount of in-
formation available in textual form, for example on the
Web, it would be very useful if answers to users’ ques-
tions could be found automatically from the underlying
text.

To take a step closer to information retrieval rather
than document retrieval, this year TREC has initi-
ated an experimental track: the Question~Answering
(Q/A) track, whose aim is to foster research in the
area of textual Q/A, especially when pursued in a do-
main independent manner. Participation from many
groups with different strengths in IR and IE will high-
light whether:

1. Surface-text-based methods, like text-snippet ex-
traction, can be effectively used for question answer-
ing.

2. Linguistic techniques can be used to enhance shallow
methods for effective question answering.

Evaluation of fully automatic Q/A systems will mea-
sure the effectiveness of the technologies employed.
Motivated by our initial experiments, we argue that
the detection of potential answers is made possible by
statistical and surface techniques that are not currently

~TREC is sponsored by the National Institute of Stan-
dards and Technology (NIST) and the Defense Ad,-anced
Research Projects Agency (DARPA)
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employed either in IR or in IE systems. The assessment

of the validity of an answer is provided by a weighted
abductive inference, operating on an ad-hoc knowledge
representation. This method contrasts with traditional
ontology-based systems which employ symbolic reason-
ers, normally giving "all or nothing" types of answers.

Classification of questions
The TREC Q/A Track specifies two restrictions for

the questions. First, questions should have an exact
answer that occurs in some document from the un-
derlying text collections. Table 1 lists the number of
documents and their sources, whereas Figure 1 illus-

trates the format of documents through one example
from the LA Times collection.

Source , Nr. DocumentsPercentage
LA Times 22,715 0.34%
Forei9n Broadcast 6,265,666 95.53%
Information Service
Federal Register 60,089 0.91%
Financial Times 210,158 3.22%
TOTAL 6,558,628 100%

Table 1: Collections of documents

<DOC>

<DOCNO>LA042389-0067</DOCNO>
<DOCID> 47702 </DOCID>
<DAT>
<p>
April 23, 1989, Sunday, Home Edition
</p>

<p>
Two strangers, one with a broken leg arrived at the Maryland
farmhouse of Dr, Samuel Mudd early on April 15, 1865. Dr. Mudd
set the injured man’s leg and afterward invited his patient and
guest to rest in a spare bedroom.
</p>
<p>
The patient was John WiRes Booth, who hours earlier had fatally
shot President Abraham Lincoln at Ford’s Theater in Washington
D.C., about 30 miles away.
</p>

</DO(::>

Figure i: SGML format of document

The second restriction applies to the length of the

answer. There are two answer categories. The first
one limits the length to 50 contiguous bytes of text
whereas the second category comprises answers that
either (a) represent a sentence or (b) are under 
bytes of text. Table 2 lists a set of questions and their

answers from the first category, whereas Table 3 illus-
trates two possible answers from the second category3.

Question 1 Who shot President Abraham Lincoln?
Answer 1 John Wilkes Booth
Sourog LA042389-0067

Question 2 How many lifes were lost in the Pan Am
crash in in Lockerbie, Scotland?

Answer 2 27O
Sourr~ LA012589-0105, LA042689-0020
Question 3 How long does it take to travel from

London to Paris through the Chunnel?
Answer 3 three hours 45 minutes
Sourc~ FT944-8324

Question 4 Which Atlantic hurricane had the
highest recorded wind speed?

Answer 4 Gilbert (with wind speeds exceeding
200 m.p.h.)

Sourc.8 LA120389-0130, LA092089-0027

Question 5 Which country has the largest part of the
Amazon rain forest?

Answer 5 Brazil (which has 60Vo)
SoBrcg LA032590-0089

Table 2: Short answers (first category).

II Question ~Vho was Lincoln’s Secretary of State? II
Answer-1 Booth schemed to kill Lincoln while
(sentence) his compatriots would murder Vice

President Andrew Johnson and
Secretary of State William Seward.

Answer-2 to kill Lincoln while his compatriots
(250 bytes) would murder Vice President Andrew

Johnson and Secretary of State William
Seward. Only Booth was successful,

Table 3: Answers from the second category.

The simplicity of the task formulated for the Q/A
TREC track is quite intentional, because it promotes
large scale independent domain Q/A over systems that
handle more sophisticated, domain dependent ques-
tions. Due to the length restrictions, questions that
will be processed in the first experiments of the TREC

Q/A track fall in Class 1 out of the five classes of
questions4, listed in Table 4.

Since the answers to questions from Class 2 need
to comprise multiple sentences, they do not meet the
length constraints set by the TREC Q/A guidelines.
Moreover, answers are expected to indicate the docu-
ment where they occur, thus answers from the Class

3 do not qualify, as they are derived from information
distributed across several texts.

3These questions and answers were provided by the
NIST organizers of the Q/A track of the TREC Conference.

4Classification proposed on the Q/A discussion mailing
list.
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Length and document uniqueness requirements do
not apply to answers for questions from Class 4, since
a coherent discourse spans several sentences, possible
from several documents. Finally, questions from Class
5 impose answers produced by reasoning and implica-
tions, thus they would rarely have the answer occurring
in some document.

Class 1

Class 2

The answer is:
single datum or list of items
found in verbatim

~Ucs:
who, when, where, how (old, much, large)

Who is the president of France?
Who were the American Presidents of
the last Century?

~ usually in a paragraph or two
[ Characteristics: .....
[ Extract facts not stated in a single datum

es: ......

~The answer is:

[Characteristic&:
~.~ ~- :.~e/ contrastive responseClaes .~

[: Examples:
What are the various opinions about legal
drug use?
The answer is:
an analysis of the retrieved information
Characteristics:

Class 4 The answer is synthesized coherently from
several retrieved fragments
Examples:
Create an argument to convince people to
stop immigration
Should the Fed raise interest rates at their
next meeting in May?
The answer is:
the result of complex reasoning
Characteristics:

Class 5 Need of extensive world knowledge
and commonsense rea~soning capabilities
in conjunction with domain knowledge
Examples:
What should be the defense strategy in
the O.J. Simpson murder case?

Table 4: Classes of questions

Questions from the Class 5 axe addressed by research
techniques that rely on ontological resources, coupled
with derk~ational devices. An example of such endeav-
ors is provided by the evaluations taking place un-
der the High Performance Knowledge Bases (HPKB)

initiative 5 One of these evaluations was the Crisis
Management Challenge Problem (CMCP), designed 
address questions about international crises, such as "
What will the US response be if Iran closes the Strait
of Hormuz?" (Cohen et a1.1998).

The scope of the CMCP6 competition focused on the
reasoning aspect of Q/A. This was made possible by
the availability of: (1) commonsense ontologiesT; and
(2) by parameterizing the questions with question
grammar. Figure 2 illustrates some of the parameter-
ized questions (PQ) and corresponding sample ques-
tions (SQ) used in CMCP.

PQ 5-6, [ {amount, fraction} of <InternationalAgentl>’s87,89 What
<EcenomieMeasure 1> comes from <EzonomicMeasure2> (in
<UaitOfMeasure>)]?

[ SO5: How much oil doe~ .~=pa.~ ptu~hase from the Persian Gulf states?
~7, 5t217: How much did Iran spend on military hardware inports

in 1994 (in 1990 US$) 

PQ22 [What effect might an <IntemationalActionType> have on
the {price, supply, demand} of/for <ProductType> on { the
international, <Country>’s domestic} market?

<Intern ation aActionType>=
{terrorist attack on <IntemafionalAgent>’s <ProductType>
:’a~,;iL;es, itmycott, emoargo} of <ProductType> by
<IntemationalAgentl> against <ImernationalAgent2>,
blockade of <Country>, <HPKB:BodyOfWater>} by
<IntemationalAgent>

SQ22:What effect on the price of oil on the intemalJonal market are
likely to result from the terrorist attacks on Saudi oil facilities
on Days 22, 23 and 25?

Figure 2: Parameterized questions (PQ) and sample
questions (SQ) for the C~_CP tczts

The knowledge sources employed in the CMCP com-
petition are listed in Figure 3. Each of the knowledge
sources are represented by Web pages, in which frag-
ments of texts are manually tagged as relevant for the
CMCP competition. Figure 3 illustrates one such an-
notation. The tagged fragments do not specify the
parameterized questions to which they are relevant.

The open-domain characteristic of questions from
the TREC Q/A track makes it impossible to gener-
ate a grammar of questions. Instead, we conjecture
that all questions from Class 1 are either (1) requests
for fillers of some thematic role of a structure defined
by the question or (2) requests for subordinates of 

~HPKB is sponsored by DARPA (cf.
http : //www.teknowledge.eom).

6CMCP was designed by a team fi:om IET, Inc and PSI~
Corp., led by Robert Schrag.

rOntolo~es were based oa Cyk, the commonsense
knowledge base developed by Cy~rp for the past decade
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concept specified by the question. The ultimate goal
of the TREC Q/A evaluations is to assess whether the
current technology can produce automatically annota-
tions that represent answers from the TREC corpora.
Unlike the annotations employed in the CPCM task,
the TREC Q/A answers are very short fragments of
text, unbound to any prespecified domain.

Intemational~.~._~ Security Links

--Devil’s Brew Briefings - Iran/Iraq/Syria
-- Natioanl Briefings - Iran/Iraq/Syria

-- The Missile Master Table: Afghanistan-Eritrea/
¯ International Security ~\ Saudi Arabia-Yemen

-- Finland Japan
¯ Jane’s Underwater Warfare Systems 1996-1997

......................
1996 Global Terrorism: Middle East Overview/

~ State-Sponsored Terrorism

IEnergy Links ~ ...................

L FACT SheetOPEC
L ’ Iraq/Iran/Saudi Arabia/Kuwait/Qatar/Egypt ........

~.Economic Links

Economic Policy and Trade Practices Report(1996)
Oman]Algeria/Egypt/Sy ria/IsreaYTunisia/Jordarg .....

Multilateral Organization Links

ARABSA, OPEC, OECD, NATO, IAEA, UN .........

The Security Council has primary responsability,
under the Charter for the maintenance of interna-
tional peace and security .......................................

Figure 3: Knowledge Sources for CMCP

We distinguish three categories of questions from
Class 1:

1. Class 1.a comprising questions about the subjects,
objects, manner, time or location of a certain ac-
tion or event. Questions 1 and 3 from Table 2 are
elements of this class.

2. Class 1.b made of queries about the properties or
attributes of a certain person, place, object or phe-
nomenon. This class contains also questions that

ask for the identification of objects with given prop-
erties. Examples are Questions 4 and 5 from Table 2.

3. Class 1.c consisting of questions of taxonomic na-
ture. The answer should enumerate subordinate ob-
jects or entities. An example is "What are the forms
of international crimes committed in Latin Amer-
ica?". Questions related to the cardinality of a set
are also classified in this category. Question 2 from
Table 2 is an example.

To be abIe to identify relevant answers to questions
from any of the above categories, we have two choices:
(a) to use IR techniques and extract the answers from
the returned documents or (b) to parse all texts and
derive conceptual indexes. The first method relies on
indexing techniques developed for document retrieval.
Semantic ambiguity is the obstacle that makes the sec-
ond choice impractical at the moment, although we
are aware of efforts for building open-domain seman-
tic indexes (Woods 1997). Therefore, we have decided
to index all texts such that we can return paragraphs
where the answers might lie instead of documents that
contain relevant information for the questions. This
reduces significantly the inspection time.

Indexing for Q/A

There is no question that the performance of a Q/A
system that operates on textual documents depends
in a large measure on its indemg capabilities. To us,
and many other users of IR systems and search engines
over the Internet, it has become apparent that indexing
for Q/A should be handled differently than in classical
IR systems, because we should not retrieve relevant
documents, but indexes to paragraphs from documents
where the answer may be found.

There are a number of options for searching and in-
dexing large and distributed collections of documents,
each with its strengths and weaknesses. Searching so-
lutions fall into two broad categories: single versus dis-
tributed search engines. A single engine builds a full
index of the entire collection of documents, whereas
distributed search indexess combine results from sev-
era] search engines.

The most popular search techniques are the vector-
space search, widely used in IR (Buckley et al.1998)
(Sa]ton 1975) and boolean search, employed by several
Internet search engines (e.g. Altavista). Indexing can
be either based on word frequencies (weight indexing)
or probabilistic. Another option for indexing is pro-
vided by hyperlinks that can be generated automati-
caUy when computing semantic similarity (cf. (Green
1997)). H~perlink indexing pro~ddes with a representa-

SAlso known as meta-search engines
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tion of knowledge sources similar to the one employed
in CMCP.

Vector-space indexing
Under the vector-space model, documents and queries
are conceptually represented as vectors (cf. (Salton
1989)). If the vocabulary contains n words, a docu-
ment D is represented as a normalized n-dimensional
vector D=<wl,w2,...,wn>, where wi is the weight as-
signed to the word (term) ti. If ti is not present in D,
then wi is 0. The weight wi indicates how statistically
significant word ti is.

One common way of obtaining document vector
D is by first computing the un-normalized vector

I__ I l I ID -<wl,w2,...,w,>, where each wi is the product of
the word frequency factor ( t]) with an inverse firequency
factor (id]). This indexing scheme assigns the largest
weight to those terms which occur with high frequency
in individual documents, but are at the same time rela-
tively rare in the collection as a whole. The tf factor is
equal (or proportional) to the frequency of the i th word
within document d. The idf factor represents the con-
tent discriminating power of the i th word, and is typi-
cally computed by log~, where N is the total number
of documents in the collection and di is the number of
documents containing the i th word. Once D’ is com-
puted, the normalized vector D is typically obtained

t ~/Ei.=l(Wi ) .by dividing each element wi with " n , 2
Questions (queries) in the vector-space model are

also represented as normalized vectors over the word
space, Q=<ql,q2,...,qm>, where qi=rl.idf, in which ri
is the number of times term ti appears in the query.

The retrieval of a relevant document is based on
the similarity (Sire) computation obtained as an inner
product of the query and document vectors:

n

Sim(Di, Qj) = Z(wik * qjk)
k=l

Another similarity measure used in the vector space
model is the cosine similarity:

Cos(Di, Qi) ~-~=1 (wik ¯ qj k)

~/~- -~ - 2k=l w~k )-~k=l qjk

To be able to retrieve paragraphs relevant to a
question instead of documents, we have modified the
weighting scheme of the vector-space. Instead of the
indexing based on tf*idf weights, we use a weighting
method that promotes the proximity of query terms
in the document. Weights are computed by the prod-
uct tr*idr, where tr measures the term relevance. The
term relevance is calculated using a formula employed
by the Inquirus meta-search engine (Lawrence and
Giles), whereas idr represents the content discriminat-
ing power of all the words from the same paragraph.
The formulae are:

~j =i+ 1 mzn (d(z, 3 ), c2) ) + Nttr -~- ClNp+(Cl ~=Vll N~, .

. .

~"lVv--1 { *e2 ~k=l ~v - k) c3

where Np is the number of query terms that are present
in the document (each term is counted only once), Nt is
the total number of query terms in the document (each
term is counted as many times as it appears), d(i,j)
is the minimum distance between the /-th and the j-
th query terms which are present in the document.
Constant cl controls the magnitude of tr, whereas c2
specifies the maximum distance between query terms
and c3 specifies the importance of term frequency9.

The inverse relevance factor can be computed as
. Irlp,dr=log(N/l-Ik=t dk), where np is the number of terms
in the same paragraph and dk is the number of docu-
ments containing the kth term.

Boolean indexing
The Boolean model is more primitive than the vector-
space model, but" it is important because many sources
still use it for answering queries. Moreover, our initial
experiments under the TREC Q/A track proved that
the boolean index, built by Altavista was superior to
the vector-model index, provided by the PRIZE search
engine publicly available from NIST. We have post-
processed the retrieved documents with a simple oper-
ator, called Paragraph (Moldovan and Mihalcea 1998),
which identifies document paragraphs that contain the
majority of the query terms or their WordNet (Miller
1995) synonyms. We were able to find the answer to
a question in at least one of the paragraphs in at least
43% of the cases. We conclude thus that boolean in-
dexing is a technique that should be considered for
textual Q/A.

In Boolean indexing, documents are represented as
words with position information. Queries are ex-
pressions composed of words and connectives such as
"and", "or", "not" and proximity operators such as
"within k words of". The answer to the query is the
set of all the documents that satisfy the Boolean ex-
pression. Because the Boolean model does not rely
on document-query similarities (i.e. a document does
or does not satisfy a query), the indexing structure
is made of a collection of document vectors. We can
refine boolean indexing, by building clusters of doc-
uments that present high similarities, as proposed in
(Li and Danzig 1997). Well known similarities, such 
Dice’s coefficient, Jaccard’s coefficient, Cosine similar-
ity and Overlap similarity (van Rijsergen 1979) can be
used to provide for a cluster-based retrieval. Radecki

9In Inquirus cl--100, c2--5000 and ca=lOct
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has employed several measures to rank similarities be-
tween boolean queries and clusters of documents. New
similarities based on his formula were proposed in (Li
and Danzig 1997). Given a boolean query Q and 
cluster of documents R, their similarity is measured
by:

S(Q,R) = I Ca(Q)l~rr(R) 
I CR(Q) U (R) 

where ~bR(Q) represent all the boolean matches of 
in the cluster R and 7r(R) is the set of documents from
cluster R. This similarity measure is used to estimate
the validity of the clustered index, and thus indicates a
relevance measure for a meta-search based on boolean
indexing. Such retrieval methods have been employed
by the Gloss system (Gavrano et al.1999) and the Indie
system (Danzig et al.1992).

Indexing based on NLP
The idea of using NLP techniques to improve IR per-
formance is not new (Strzalkowski 1995). NLP parsing
is especially useful, since it detects syntactic phrasal
terms that can improve indexing quality. Parses are es-
pecially useful for building Q/A systems, since subject-
verb-object (SVO) patterns can be extracted as well 
prepositional attachments. Syntactic information cou-
pled with indexes to words in documents helps grfiding
the path to a question’s answer. However, syntactic
and semantic ambiguities are problems that make au-
tomatic NLP techniques hard to be used for Q/A.

START (Katz 1997), the Q/A system built at lVIIT,
employs knowledge of verb alternations to index sen-
tences from documents. Semantic and taxonomic in-
formation is used as well. However, the high perfor-
mance of START is based on heavy manual annota-
tions, thus a commodity that we cannot obtain before
the evaluation of the TREC Q/A systems.

Another indexing method based on NLP was de-
signed at Sun Microsystems (Woods 1997). Concep-
tual indexing is the result of automatically creating
a conceptual knowledge index, through classification
algorithms that combine semantic, morphological and
syntactic information. This indexer is particularly in-
teresting, since it provides with interpretation of com-
plex nominals, and thus builds a taxonomy of concepts
recognized from large collections of texts.

The anatomy of several new lnternet search engines
(e.g. Google (Brin and Page 1998)) shows that 
indexes are created by using phrasal parsers and iden-
tifying terms as heads of phrases or complex nominals.

A third indexing method was introduced in (Green
1998), and is an automatic way of generating hyper-
links that is based on lexical chaining. Lexical chaining
is a method of detecting semantically related words in
a text, when using a thesaurus (originally the Roget’s

Thesaurus, later WorchNet). Lexical chains are used to
measure similarity between documents at paragraph
level. The similarity is measured by overlap or cosine
coefficients between weighted paragraph vectors. The
weight of a paragraph is given by its density. The
density of a chain c in a paragraph p is defined as
dc p = ~ where we p represents the number of words, lljla ’ i

from chain c in paragraph p whereas wp is the number
of content words from p.

Indexing is important because it retrieves para-
graphs or fragments of texts where the answer may be
found, but the recognition of the answer has to rely on
logical derivations. We argue that indexing provides
with weight measures that can be used in the weighted
abduction method reported in (Hobbs et a1.1993).

Abduction of answers
Given a fragment of text, we infer that it is an answer of
a question if an expl .anation, based on semantic knowl-
edge can be found. The process of interpreting texts
by providing explanations of why they are the answers
to a question is known as abductive inference. We dis-
tinguish two forms of abduction. The first one applies
to the interpretation of taxonomic information, used in
explaining answers to questions similar to those listed
in Table 5. The second form is based on weighted ab-
duction, as presented in (Hobbs et a1.1993).

QI.1 Who was Lincoln’s Secretary of State?
Q1.2 "~Vho were the US presidents f~om last century?
Q1.3 %Vhat forms of international crime exist?
Q1.4 V,’-hat are some negative phenomena in society?

Table 5: Questions asking for taxonomic information.

The abduction of questions similar to those from Ta-
ble 5 is often based on the interpretation of appositions
and on the recognition of lexico-syntactic patterns for
hyponymy or troponymy. For example, the apposition
Secretary of State 14illiam Seward from the an-
swers listed in Table 3 indicates that William Seward
is a Secretary of State, but does not indicate that he
was Lincoln’s Secretary of State, to provide with an an-
swer to the question QI.I. To be able to abductively
infer this, we need to rely on the following pragmatic,
general axioms:

action1 & action2 (e2,Person2) (el, Person1}
| & related_events(el,e2)~ related (Pe£son_l, Person_2)

i same_time(el,e2) => related_events(el,e2)

lisa(el,e2) => related_events (el,e2) 

Using the davidsonian treatment of events, these ax-
ioms state that two events el and e.~, if lexicalized by
two different verbs or nominals (act/anz and actions2)
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entail a relation between the persons affected by the
events when there is a relation between the events as
well. Possible relations between events are either the
fact that they occur at the same time, or the fact that
one is the troponym of the other.

The abduction explains the relations between Pres-
ident Lincoln and Secretary of State William Se-
ward. Backward chaining accounts for the explana-
tion of the relations between the events of killing
and murdering, because we can find an isa relation in
WordNet 1.6 between the sense 1 of verb murder and
the first sense of verb kill. The cue phrase while also
indicates that the two events co-occur.

Similarly the abduction of the answer to question
Q1.2 is based on axioms representing knowledge about
the definition of the last century. Such axioms can
be derived from the defining glosses of WorchNet 1.6
(Miller 1995), since we use the same lexical knowledge
base for retrieval of semantic information.

In contrast, the abduction of the answer to ques-
tion Q1.3 is based on the recognition of lexico-syntactic
patterns for hypernymy (subsumption) and meronymy
(e.g. is-part, is-member relations). Several such pat-
terns were presented in (Hearst 1998), together with
an algorithm for the acquisition of such patterns from
large corpora. Table 6 lists some of the patterns and
examples of their recognition.

Pattern 1 nouno such as ~x~Unl {, no~n2 ...,
(andlor) nouni}

Example authors such as Herrick, Goldsmith and
Shakespeare

IPattern 2 noun1 {, noun2 ...} (orland) other nouno
Example bruises, broken bones or other injuries
Pattern 3 nouno including {nounl ...} (or[and)

nO~nn
Example common-law countries, including Canada

and England
Pattern 4 nouno especially {noun1 ...} (or[a.lad)

nO~nn
Example European countries, especially France,

England and Spain

Table 6: Lexico-syntactic patterns.

The answer to question Q1.3 is infered because Pat-
tern 3 from Table 6 could be recognized in the following
paragraph:

From the point of view of guaranteeing the Slovak
Republic’s internal security, risks associated with
the following are at the forefront:
- the rise of nationalism and irredentism among

a certain part of the population with possible
tendencies toward violating the integrity of the
state’s territory.

- the rise of organized crime and [international

forms of crime, including terrorism, blackmail
and drug-related problems.]

Similarly, the answer to question Q1.4 is infered be-
cause Pattern 2 from Table 6 could be recognized in
the following paragraph:

It is important to motivate the people to participate
in the campaing against [corruption, smuggling, the
production of fake goods and other negative phenome-
non of society.]

Lexico-syntactic patterns and appositions cannot ac-
count for the majority of answer abductions. However,
they provide with a simple method of finding instances
and subsumers of entities, states, events or attributes,
and thus help proving relations between terms of the
question. As we have seen in the abduction of the
answer to Q1.1, some of the relations are more im-
portant than others. The fact that murdering is a
kind of killing is more important in proving the re-
lations between "President Lincoln than Secretary of
State William Seward than the fact that the two events
take place at the same time. Therefore, we believe
that the two relation predicates should have different
weights in the explanation.

This assumption agrees with the principles of
weighted abduction, presented in (Hobbs et a1.1993).
In that framework, axioms are represented in the for-
mat:

P~’AP~2...~QAR

where P~ are antecedents participating with differ-
ent weights in explaining the conclusion Q. R is the
background information, that helps the backchaining.
The weights implement the intuitions of what pred-
icates contribute more to the derivation of a certain
conclusion.

The assignment of the weights has an ad-hoc na-
ture in (Hobbs et a1.1993), thus using the values of the
weights from the index might be an interesting solu-
tion. We experiment now to see whether this solution
gives better performance than the weighted abduction
schemes proposed in (Charniak and Shimony 1990).

An alternative is to compute the weights with se-
mantic density measures over lexico-semantic networks
derived from WordNet 1.6 (Miller 1995). These net-
works are collections of paths that account for the ab-
duction of answers to question. The paths are derived
in a two step process. First paths between the terms
of the questions are derived. Then, paths to terms co-
occuring with question concepts in the same paragrapg
are sought. The procedure that derives these paths is:
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1. For all Ci, concepts from the question
2. Search the glosses of all senses of every Ci
3. If there is a collocation (wl,wz) such that

wl is a synonym, hypernym, holonym of a Cx
wz is a synonym, hypernym, holonym of a C2

4. Then found path(C1, C2)
5. For all glosses implemented in WordNet
6. If there is a collocation (wx,w2) 

the gloss of (Sk), such that
Wx is a synonym, hypernym, holonym of a Cx
w2 is a synonym, hypernym, holonym of a Ce
Sk is related to some C3

7. Then found path(C1, C2)
8. found path(C1, C3)

The paths obtained for the question "How many an-
imais and plants are threatened by extinction?" are
represented in Figure 4. To be able to infer that the
answer to this question lies in the following fragment
of a paragraph, we need to explain why sliding toward
extinction is equivalent to being threatened by extinc-
tion:

Fifteen years after Congress enacted a law to protect
endangered species, most of the nearly 500 types of
animals and plants show no sign if recovery and many
continue their slide toward extinction.

Pathl: ~ Gloss: "extinction of species" ~

is-raember~ j~ ~ is-member !~

Path2: endangered~a)

Figure 4: Semantic paths obtained from WordNet

The abductive inference follows the shortest path
from the answer concepts to the question paths. For
this example, because sliding is a kind of slowly chang-
ing, and threatening is a process of becoming endan-
gered, we can use the knowledge that becoming is a
form of changing as well, and assign a larger weight to
the threaten predicate.

Conclusions
We believe that the nature and complexity of the task
of textual Q/A will impact research in NLP in a major
way. First, new indexing technologies will bootstrap

existing 1R systems. Second, the need of validating
answers will boost knowledge based reasoning meth-
ods for NLP. After the IE field has used as its best the
shallow methods of processing texts, we take a new
step by incrementally adding techniques that rely on
knowledge resources. This endeavor will bring closer
the NLP and knowledge processing communities. Re-
search in abduction, an inference technique believed to
be well suited for NLP processing, is expected to take
a central place in textual Q/A.
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